The key demand for banks' economic capital methodology is to ensure that the model covers all relevant sources of risk in the right way. Operational risk models treat the arising losses as stochastic variables. One of the problems encountered in modeling is the need of taking into account correlations between events. It is possible to build models for correlated events based on copula functions. But the problem is that the losses are related to isolated events and simple applications of copulas are not allowed. The authors present a new algorithm that shows a modied application of copulas to calculating operational risk. The calculations were done on real data that allows for examining the correlation impact on risk measurement. As an additional evaluation of the algorithm a reference model based on the ParetoLévy copulas was used.
Introduction
Operational risk (OR) models are used to examine losses that arise as a result of operational events that can be treated as stochastic variables. Modeling operational risk is a dicult task and a very important one due to a high magnitude of losses it concerns [1] . According to the Basel II/III denition, as it appears in the nal document (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 2016 [2] ), operational risk is dened as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events. Banks are allowed to develop their own empirical strategies called advanced measurement approach (AMA) to measure this risk. A common industry approach in AMA is the loss distribution approach (LDA) [36] . Under this approach, bank estimates two probability distributions: one of the severity (single event impact) and the other of one period event frequency, using its internal data. With these two distributions, the probability distribution of the aggregate operational loss is computed.
Operational risk modeling involves various problems.
One of them is the issue of scarce of data as events included in this risk are not frequent. Therefore estimation of OR in a bank is supported by external data. In our research we have used both data sourced from various segments (cells) of a bank and external data. As the segments are often related the losses are dependent.
Therefore we face another problem how to deal with dependences between various segments or cells of the same bank. Dependences between the loss events occur in frequency and size. It has been strongly recommended in Regulation (EU) (Article 322(2)(d)) [7] to introduce dependences into the OR models. In the paper we show * corresponding author a method of introducing correlations into OR model in such a way that they would capture all the above mentioned problems.
Operational risk modeling is under permanent development. Various, previously recognized methods are no longer permitted or regarded proper. It is also reected by continuously changing external regulations. OR modeling is subject to restrictive directives. According to the recent approach some types of copulas can be applied but for a few years now banks have not been permitted neither to use normal copulas in dependences modeling nor to apply correlations between frequencies in various segments of the bank. Correlations can be considered exclusively for the severity of events [8] . A thorough discussion of dierent approaches in OR modeling, starting from the easiest, not permitted any more, and ending with advanced analytical approaches can be found in [911] .
In our paper we have investigated the problem of introducing correlations into the aggregate loss model and we propose a new algorithm to solve that problem. We also demonstrate its performance on real data. In our approach we follow the pattern presented in [12] . The method presented there is however based on identifying risks that should be paired to calculate correlations. In our algorithm we omit that diculty. The algorithm is a two-stage based on scenario aggregation algorithm. We compare its performance with approach based on the ParetoLévy copulas [3] .
This model is in our belief the only one analytically tackleable approach that can be used as a reference or a benchmark.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses briey the problem of aggregate loss in operational risk.
A good literature overview can be found in [9, 10] , therefore we refer only to selected papers which we regard vital for our research. We also provide overview of necessary regulations and some basic facts for copula approach in dependences modeling. In practice, however, that division does not have to be strictly applied [13] . In OR modeling framework, the total aggregate loss, L, is computed as L = Loss total = j∈J Loss j = j∈J i∈Nj
where J denotes the number of bank segments distinguished according to business activities, e.g., type of business line or event type and N j refers to the loss associated with the cell j, which is simply given by the sum of the severities of the individual losses X ij with i = 1, ..., N j .
Aggregate losses result from two distinct sources of randomness (i.e., frequency and severity) which both have to be modeled. In essence the LDA model as used in operational risk or in actuarial sciences assumes the following three properties within each segment of risk:
N j and (X j1 ; X j2 ; ...) are independent random variables, X j1 ; X j2 , ...; is a set of independent random variables,
There is a number of ways how to introduce dependences in (1). Dependences among frequencies and severities can exist within or between cells. The latter is an important focus of research on operational risk [1] . The reason is that the standard LDA assumes that for a given cell j, quantities X j1 , X j2 , ..., X jN , and N j are independent and that the X ji are independent and identically distributed random variables. for a one year holding period and a 99.9% condence interval. This denition implies that frequency distribution must be understood on a yearly basis. In the spirit of a value-at-risk-like measure, the economic capital requirement K is the 99.9% percentile of distribution F of the aggregate loss
meaning that one expects to incur a loss higher than K (in average) once every 1000 years.
According to Basel II/III it is rst suggested to sum the J capital charges separately in each cell, i.e. L = Loss total = j∈J Loss j .
As it is now well known this assumes implicitly that aggregate losses L j are perfectly correlated. Let two random variables L 1 and L 2 be given with distributions F 1 and F 2 , respectively. Economic capital requirements associated with these variables at the con- 
Copulas and their application
Copulas are the basic tool for modeling dependences in various multivariate risk estimations. They allow for description of more complex dependences between variables than the Pearson correlation and can be implemented in the Monte Carlo framework used in LDA [15] . Therefore copulas have been frequently used to model dependences in operational risk [3, 5, 16, 17 ].
An n-dimensional copula is a multivariate join distribution on [0, 1] n such that each marginal distribution is uniform U (0, 1) . We have the following:
C(u) = 0 when u has at least one 0 component;
The theorem of Sklar [18] is a fundamental tool in application of copulas. We propose a new model to include correlations into aggregate loss distribution and we will use T-copulas to model dependences. At the moment, Tcopula is the most commonly used copula in operational risk modeling [1, 16] . T-copula is a d-dimensional not for separate cells as suggested in [13] . In the rst step we build a system for simulating scenarios and their frequencies and in the second step we simulate sets of events that constitute a basis for calculating aggregates.
The steps of our algorithm are:
Step 1: Generating independent uniformly distributed random variables for i = 1, . . . , 7 Generator i U (0, 1)
where x i , i = 1, ..., 7 are uncorrelated.
Step 2: Calculating scenarios of annual aggregates independently for each segment i = 1, ..., 7 as convolutions of severity and frequency distributions
where F i () is a distribution of severity in segment i; N i () is a distribution of frequency in segment i; g i a sample from the aggregate for segment i for the years 1, . . . , k.
Step 3: Generating independent uniformly distributed random variables i = 1, 2, . . . , k Copula T (Corr,100) x 1 , . . . ,x 7 , wherẽ x i U (0, 1) are correlated through T-copula.
Step 4: Calculating scenarios and annual aggregates for each segment for i = 1, ..., 7:
where Ĝ emp,i is a distribution of aggregates for segment i, calculated based on empirical sample distribution g i ; h i are correlated annual loss samples.
Data and methodology application
Calculations were done based on data sourced from one of the biggest Polish banks. Due to insucient historical data an additional external source was used. Both the external and internal data was considered in model building. The external data was sourced from the consolidated data base ZORO . The bank was divided into several segments according to business lines (the problem of that division is beyond the scope of our research and will not be discussed here).
Some risk types were very rare in terms of the number of losses. As a consequence these event types and business lines were aggregated into the so-called segments. The ZORO (Event System from Operational Risk Area) system was designed as an auxiliary tool and an external database to assist banks in estimating operational risk. It was the answer to Recommendation M [21] and the requirements of Resolution No. 76/2010 of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority No. 76/2010 dated 10 March 2010 (as amended). In the database there was collected information about events resulting from operational risk or on the border of operational and credit risks, whereby the bank has suered a nancial loss or has been exposed to potential losses. In each segment parametric distributions for both frequency and severity were estimated. They were the components of the total loss distribution Loss total . Next, the value of risk, VaR, was calculated for the following cases:
Correlation modeled by T-copulas; The ParetoLévy copulas model, which was used as a benchmark [3, 5] .
As a benchmark method we have used rst-order approximations of OR based on the ParetoLévy copulas [3] .
Monte Carlo approach was used to estimate the split of two distributions (body and tail). However the MC pseudo simulations are in fact random and the exact results are not known. As recommended by authority the error due to this randomness should be at most 1%. It caused the need to process about 2 million pseudo simulations. According to [19] , tail dependence among operational risk categories, thus including the possibility of simultaneous occurrence of large losses of dierent types, is a critical condition in the calculation process. To estimate T-copula parameters we have used the method of moments. The Kendall tau rank correlation was used to derive estimates of the elements of correlation matrix. Numerical results showed that the proposed method involving T-copulas (Table I) gives for p = 0.999 reserves about 19.1% less than naive simulation for computing tail loss probabilities and conditional expectations based on simple sum of random risks (Table II) The model based on the ParetoLévy copulas (Table III) was suited to compute very high percentiles of loss distribution. Therefore the dierence between methods for smaller percentiles shown in Tables I, II, and III is It has to be added that in [20] information about inuence of incorporating correlations on the amount of economic capital across dierent regions was collected. The summary indicates that the value of 9% is signicant.
Also practical experience of authors based on cooperation with three Polish banks having regulatory capital of 500 mln PLN, conrms that application of AMA reduced the capital by 20%.
Conclusions
In this article we discussed how to take into account the correlations (the diversication eect) for operational risk. The traditional LDA methodology is based on MC techniques applied separately for each segment or cell of the bank. The corrections due to diversication eect are very dicult to include even through the copula approach. In the paper we proposed a statistical methodology that can be applied in practice. It is based on traditional techniques dealing with operational risk analysis using Monte Carlo simulations. It allows to combine
Monte Carlo simulation models with copula functions.
It is based on a two-stage algorithm that allows to introduce dependences between correlated events, without imposing restrictions on the boundary distributions used to model them. The proposed methodology allows to use copula functions to model severity of isolated events which depend on external factors operating at the aggregate level. This is an important problem in practice. Our numerical results showed that the proposed method is efcient in comparison to a simple summation simulations for computing tail loss probabilities and conditional expectations. We also compared the proposed method with another reference model based on the ParetoLévy copulas [3, 5] . On this basis it can be stated that the proposed algorithm gives promising results.
Unlike market or credit risk, operational risk methodology has not worked out eective backtesting tools. Directives concerning this risk type require that experts' opinions should be taken into account in calculating economic capital. The practice conrms that the inuence of expert knowledge is similar in value to LDA estimation.
The model presented here allows to introduce correlations also in this case.
Banks are interested in incorporating correlations in risk estimation because it makes the calculations more realistic. As noticed in [21] 
